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Abstract

This paper deals with semantics-preserving parallelism reduction methods for cyclo-static dataflow applications. Parallelism

reduction is the process of equivalent actors fusioning. The principal objectives of parallelism reduction are to decrease the

memory footprint of an application and to increase its execution performance. We focus on parallelism reduction methodolo-

gies constrained by application throughput. A generic parallelism reduction methodology is introduced. Experimental results

are provided for asserting the performance of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, much effort is dedicated to the study of many-core computing systems, beginning with hardware

architecture design issues and ending with software programmability aspects. The main difficulty of efficient

utilization of parallel systems resides in their programming, both in terms of conception time and as well as

execution performance. The dataflow model of computation has been purposely introduced to facilitate parallel

systems programming.

A dataflow application is a network of actors communicating through unbounded, unidirectional FIFO chan-

nels and exclusively through this channels. There are many instantiations of dataflow programming models (SDF,

CSDF, BDF, etc.) [1]. One of these is the cyclo-static dataflow (CSDF) graph [2]. CSDF model is particularly well

suited for programming embedded systems because several important application properties (absence of deadlock,

bounded memory execution etc.) can be proven. Let A be a CSDF application. The main goal of this study is

to obtain a new application A′ which is semantically equivalent to the initial application (i.e. application A′ has

to produce the same results when applied to the same input data) but with fewer “parallelism” in it. We call this

action parallelism reduction. We are allowed to change the CSDF network topology (add/delete actors and com-

munication channels) as long as the modified application preserves its semantics. The actors are considered black

boxes so that we are not allowed to modify actor code and interface.
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The advantages of parallelism reduction are: memory footprint of application binaries decreases (less redun-

dancy in code/data loading), program compilation is faster, scheduling overhead is lower and by consequence

system times are smaller etc. These advantages are even more important in embedded systems where on-chip

memory size is small and scheduling algorithms are sensible to the number of actors. Unlike applications ded-

icated to high performance computing, the sizing of applications in embedded systems does not only rely on

performance goals. It has to meet the following requirements: (i) being parallel enough in order to offer the de-

sired application throughput and (ii) being small enough in order to fit the memory footprint of the target chip.

Therefore, application sizing in embedded systems can be seen as a trade-off between performance and memory

consumption. As for every complex application design, we think this trade-off should be transparently managed

by the compiler.

ΣC is a programming language which allows to easily implement CSDF applications, refer to [3] for more

details. Besides providing tools and methods for dataflow graph description, the ΣC language introduces a series

of system actors which intend to facilitate the programmers’ job. The system actors allow to read, write and re-

organize streams of data tokens. One can distinguish the split and the join system actors. The main purpose of

the ΣC language is to make abstraction of the used hardware architecture. That is to say the developer expresses

the maximum level of parallelism in the conceived application and the compiler adapts (reduces) it to the speci-

fications of the chosen architecture. This is quite a different and uncommon approach regarding regular parallel

programming languages. Our work is particularly aimed at parallelism reduction in ΣC applications.

The parallelism reduction problem is not well known to the literature. One can mention the paper [4] to which

our work resembles the most. The authors describe a pattern substitution based method for parallelism reduction

in ΣC applications. Initially, the instantiations of a predefined set of patterns are matched in the application.

Afterwards each instantiation is replaced by an equivalent pattern of smaller size. The size of the replacement

pattern is derived from a global reduction factor. Their goal is to bound the number of actors per processing core

to a predefined limit. While reducing the memory footprint, this approach does not ensure that the execution

throughput is preserved.

Although in a different context, the authors of the StreamIt [5] dataflow language mentioned about the signifi-

cance of parallelism reduction in dataflow applications. They use task fusion [6] to adapt application granularity

to the target hardware architecture. A limitation of their work is that the tasks must be either horizontal neighbors

(pipeline) or vertical neighbors (split-join) in order to be fusioned. Task fusion is not limited to equivalent tasks.

Similar approaches have been studied in the field of FPGA synthesis. The authors of [7, 8] propose a pattern-

matching based method for reducing FPGA resource usage at the price of an increased circuit latency. In the work

[9] several heuristics for maximizing FPGA resource sharing are studied.

In this paper we introduce a generic parallelism reduction method. The proposed method does not depend on a

predefined set of patterns and is not limited to horizontal or vertical actor fusion. It reduces the inherent application

parallelism in function of actor execution times and application throughput constraints. In what follows we firstly

introduce some preliminary notions and the context of our problem, afterwards we describe the generic parallelism

reduction methodology and provide some computational results, finally, the last section concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

A CSDF application is denoted by A = (T, E) where T is the set of actors and E is the set of communication

channels. The smallest unit of data which traverses a channel is called a token. The actors have several input

and output ports. The number and the type of these define the actor interface. An actor is simply a piece of code

that reads data from input ports, treats it and produces data on output ports. A communication channel connects

two actor ports. Each actor is executed repeatedly in a finite number of cycles. A cycle can begin only when

the required quantity of tokens is present on its input channels. In each cycle a different quantity of tokens is

consumed/produced on each input/output channel by the actor. The quantity of tokens consumed/produced on

a channel is, respectively, referred to as the cycle input degree and as the cycle output degree. The input/output
degree of an actor on a channel is the aggregated quantity of cycle input/output degrees on this channel.

A vector �r, �r =
[
r1, r2, . . . , r|T |

]
, is a repetition vector for a CSDF application if rt gives the number of invoca-

tions an actor t must perform until the application returns to its initial state. By application state we mean equal
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token number on each channel. The repetition vector can be found by solving CSDF balance equations [2]. This

vector plays an important role in CSDF graph consistency, liveness (absence of dead-locks) and static scheduling.

Often in the context of embedded systems a dataflow application must be able to treat input data streams

with a given throughput (e.g. audio/video streams with predefined bit-rates). System throughput is defined as the

quantity of data treated per unit of time. Hereafter we use an equivalent measure - actor goal frequency - which

represents the number of actor executions per time unit. Let ξt denote the goal frequency of an actor t. Without

loss of generality we suppose that only a single actor p has a predefined goal frequency ξp (usually input/output

actor). It is obvious this goal frequency propagates to other application actors. The goal frequencies of actors are

proportional to repetition vector values. Suppose, for example, an application in which an actor has a repetition

value 2 and have to be executed 30 times per second, then an actor with a repetition value 3 will need to be

executed 45 (= 3/2 · 30) times per second. The application goal frequency ξA is defined as the ratio between the

predefined goal frequency ξp and the repetition value rp of the corresponding actor, i.e. ξA = ξp/rp. In this case the

goal frequency of any actor t can be computed using relation ξt = ξA · rt.

Goal frequencies are important for the execution of embedded dataflow applications. They permit to assert a

priori if an application can be executed or not on a given hardware platform. This is done by comparing the goal

frequency of each actor to its execution time inverse. An application A = (T, E) can be executed only if relation

(1) is verified for any actor t, t ∈ T , where τt denotes actor t execution time. This constraint results from the fact

that the goal frequency of an actor must be smaller than its maximal execution rate (execution time inverse).

ξt ≤ τ−1
t (1)

In ΣC applications instances of the same actor are called equivalent actors. Equivalent actors perform the

same computation but on different data streams. Two or more equivalent actors can be merged together1. The

corresponding input and output data streams are “merged”. The goal frequency of the resulting actor is the sum of

initial goal frequencies. This goal frequency must satisfy relation (1). The merge of equivalent actors represents a

parallelism reduction method. The semantics of the modified application does not change. Parallelism reduction

is particularly well suited for ΣC applications because of the high parallelism level that the programmer is able to

express.

3. Generic parallelism reduction

In this section we describe a generic parallelism reduction methodology based on equivalent actor merge. The

inherent data parallelism present in a CSDF application is reduced to a level at which goal execution constraints

remain satisfied.

3.1. Split and join actors

A split is an actor with one input port and n output ports. To each output port k is associated a production

rate pk, pk ∈ N
+. A split is executed in n cycles. During the k-th execution cycle the split takes pk tokens

from its input port and sends them to the k-th output port. After the n-th pn-token packet has been transfered the

process starts over again (round-robin behavior). A split with n outputs and different production rates is denoted

S (n, p1, p2, . . . , pn).

A join is an actor which has n input ports and a single output port. As previously, for each input port k of

the join a consumption rate ck, ck ∈ N
+, is defined. A join actor is executed in n cycles. At cycle k the join

takes ck tokens from the k-th input port and sends them to its output port. After the n-th cn-token packet has been

transfered the process starts over again (round-robin behavior). A join with n inputs and different consumptions

rates is denoted J (n, c1, c2, . . . , cn).

1We must note that equivalent actors cannot be merged together unless they are stateless. An actor is stateless if it uses data only from the

input ports and does not have state variables.
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(a) A set of equivalent

actors.

(b) Merged actors.

Figure 1: Merge of a set S of equivalent actors.

3.2. Merge of equivalent actors

Let S , S =
{
t1, . . . , tn

}
, be a set of equivalent actors. Suppose ri is the number of times actor ti is executed

during one iteration of the CSDF application, i.e. ri is the repetition vector value for actor ti. Without loss of

generality we suppose that the actors have a single input port and a single output port. The input and output

degrees2 of the ports are d− and respectively d+. Also let us denote the channels connected to actors input ports

with α1, . . . , αn and respectively to actors output ports with β1, . . . , βn. Refer to Figure 1a for an illustration.

The set of equivalent actors can be merged into a single actor denoted tS . This is done by (i) removing the

actors t1, . . . , tn and adding an actor tS which has the same code and interface, (ii) the input channels α1, . . . , αn are

time-multiplexed by a join actor J (n, c1, . . . , cn) and (iii) the output channels β1, . . . , βn are time-demultiplexed by

a split actor S (n, p1, . . . , pn). In Figure 1b a merge of equivalent actors is illustrated. In what follows we describe

how the parameters, ci, pi, of join and split actors are found.

After the merge operation, the number of data tokens taken from an input channel αi by the join actor must

induce an integral number of actor tS executions. Otherwise an incoherence in the contents of data packets treated

before and after the merge will be created. In order to avoid this incoherence d− has to be a divisor for ci.

Let ki denote the quotient of this division, i.e. ci = ki · d−. The data produced on channel βi must originate from

executions of actor tS on data consumed from the channel αi, so to ki consumptions on channel αi must correspond

ki productions on channel βi. The split parameters must verify pi = ki · d+.

The rates at which data is consumed from channels αi and produced to channels βi should not change after

the merge operation, otherwise an incoherency in the application is created. Consumption rate before the merge

operation on channel αi is ri · d−. After the merge, the consumption rate is rJ · ci = rJ · ki · d−, here rJ denotes the

repetition value of the join actor. These two rates (before and after merge) must be equal (i.e. ri · d− = rJ · ki · d−).

The repetition value rJ must satisfy relations:

ri = ki · rJ , ∀i = 1, . . . , n,

thus rJ have to divide all ri-s.

The quotients ki are computed given a value for rJ . The best choice for rJ is the greatest common divisor of

repetition values:

rJ = gcd
i

(ri)

We could also use the trivial solution rJ = 1. The disadvantage of the latter, compared to the greatest common

divisor one, is that join input degrees ci will have larger values and consequently the CSDF edge buffers will

potentially augment in size.

2The input and output degrees of all actors coincide because they are equivalent.
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Figure 2: Deadlock due to invalid multiplexing order.

To sum up, initially we compute the quotients ki using equation (2) and then the input degrees ci = ki · d− of

join actor and the output degrees pi = ki · d+ of split actor for any i = 1, . . . , n.

ki =
ri

gcd j

(
r j

) (2)

For the case of equivalent actors with more than one input and/or output ports the procedure is practically the

same, except that a join actor is added for each input port and a split actor for each output port. The input and

output degrees of join and split are computed equivalently using ki.

3.3. Parallelism reduction methodology
As we have seen in the previous subsection a set of equivalent actors can be merged together without changing

application semantics. Here, we describe a methodology for reducing the parallelism of an entire CSDF applica-

tion using equivalent actor merge operations.

Initially application actors are partitioned into sets of equivalent actors, i.e. instances of the same actor are

grouped together. The sets of equivalent actors containing only one actor are directly discarded as no parallelism

reduction is possible. The sets containing more than one element are kept for a potential parallelism reduction.

Let S =
{
t1, . . . , tn

}
be a set of equivalent actors found above. The set S is split into m partitions S 1, S 2, . . . , S m,

which satisfy goal execution frequency constraints. The partitioning procedure is described in more details in the

next subsection.

The actors from each partition S i are merged into a single actor tS i . The corresponding input and output ports

are time-multiplexed and respectively time-demultiplexed. The multiplexing order is i1, i2, . . . , i|S i |. This order

should verify the following property: for any couple of actors tik and til if tik ∈ anc
(
til
)

then ik < il. Here anc (t) is

the set of ancestors of actor t in the CSDF graph3. If the last condition is not satisfied the application will deadlock.

For example, suppose the application illustrated in Figure 2 (top). The reduction illustrated in the bottom part uses

an invalid multiplexing order. The join actor deadlocks because no data is available on channel α2.

One way to interpret the parallelism reduction described above is that in the resulting CSDF application the

actors belonging to a set S i are serialized. The sequential execution order of these actors is given by the indexes

i1, i2, . . . , i|S i |. One can choose this sequence such that an objective function is optimized, refer to [10] for a

possible model which aims data reuse optimization.

The result of the parallelism reduction is the replacement of actors t1, . . . , tn with actors tS 1 , . . . , tS m , thus a

reduction of parallelism from n to m. At the same time the goal frequency constraints remain satisfied in the

modified application.

3.4. How to choose the partitions
Earlier we have supposed that the sets of equivalent actors are already divided into partitions, but we did not

provide any details on how to choose these partitions. In this section a bin-packing based approach for partitioning

a set of equivalent actors is described.

Suppose a set S of n equivalent actors t1, t2, . . . , tn is given. Each actor ti has a repetition value ri defined.

The goal frequency ξi of this actor is computed using relation ξi = ξA · ri (recall that ξA is the application goal

3If the CSDF graph is not acyclic then a similar method, based on CSDF graph unfolding, can be used to define the multiplexing order.
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Figure 3: Elimination of parallelism reduction redundancies. Above some channels are indicated production and

consumption rates of corresponding actor ports.

frequency). The execution times of the actors are the same and denoted by τ. The problem we search to solve

consists in finding a minimal integer m and a m-partition S 1 ∪ S 2 ∪ . . .∪ S m of S such that relation (3) is verified.

∑

t∈S k

rt ≤ 1

ξA · τ , ∀k = 1, . . . ,m (3)

The repetition value of a composed actor equals to the sum of repetition values of its elements, r
(
tS
)
=
∑

t∈S k
rt,

hence the goal frequency of the composed actor is ξA · r
(
tS
)
= ξA ·∑t∈S k

rt. Inequality (3) is inferred from the last

equality and from relation (1). This constraint assures that the composed actors can be executed without violating

the throughput constraint.

The problem defined in this way is a bin packing problem. It is well known and has been extensively studied in

the past decades. For a complete survey on bin packing models refer to [11]. In general the bin packing problem

is NP-hard [12] but can be solved in polynomial time when the number of item sizes is bounded4. In our case

this corresponds to a bounded number of actor repetition values.

For real life dataflow applications it is unrealistic to have a large number of different repetition values for

equivalent actors. In extremis we can restrict the notion of equivalent actors by considering actor repetition value

as a discriminating parameter when the sets of equivalents actors are found (see the initial phase in Subsection 3.3).

So it is conceivable to find optimal solutions using this method for real world applications.

A disadvantage of the bin packing model is that it is not straightforward to include other measures in the

objective function than the number of used bins. It would be interesting to partition the actors more intelligently

(maximize the data reuse for example) and not only with the number of partitions minimization objective.

3.5. Parallelism reduction induced redundancies
The use of the parallelism reduction methodology described above has pointed out that redundancies are

introduced in some ΣC dataflow applications. In the next paragraph we show that these redundancies can be

removed without any implication on application semantics.

In several applications, after the parallelism reduction, redundant edges are created between split and join

actors. For example, lets examine a simple application illustrated in the top-left corner of Figure 3. Suppose

that two equivalent actors F1, F2 are merged into a single one F1,2. The input channels of these actors are time-

multiplexed using join J2 and respectively the output channels are time-demultiplexed using split S2. The obtained

application is shown in the top-right corner of the figure.

Consecutive links between a split and a join actor with equal consumption and production rates can be merged

into a single link. The new production (consumption) rate is equal to the sum of initial production (consumption)

4Even when this number is not bounded several algorithms provide good worst-case performance ratios.
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Figure 4: LoG edge detection application.

rates. In our example the links between actors S1, J2 and respectively between actors S2, J1 are merged and the

resulting application is illustrated in the bottom-right corner. The last application can be further optimized by

shortcutting splits and joins with only one input and one output (these actors being useless) with a link. See the

bottom-left corner of Figure 3.

From now on we suppose that the application redundancies are removed if present.

4. Computational results

In this section we examine the impact of parallelism reduction on the compilation chain for ΣC applications

and on the execution of ΣC application binaries. The tests have been performed on a mid-range laptop with an

Intel P8600 processor (2 cores).

As sample application we use the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) edge detection algorithm [13] with an image

smoothing step. The smoothing step is done by a convolution of the input image with a Gaussian kernel. Image

edges are found by convolving the smoothed image with a LoG kernel. The order in which the convolutions are

applied does not matter because the convolution operator is commutative. So, we can smooth the image after the

edges are found. Furthermore, if the convolution kernel is separable into horizontal and vertical components we

can apply the convolution by lines and after by columns, which is our case.

This edge detection algorithm has been implemented in ΣC language. The application graph is illustrated in

Figure 4 together with a sample input and output image. We use 11 × 11 convolution kernels and input image

sizes are 64 × 64. The available parallelism is the number of line, Li, or column, Ci, filters (horizontal and

vertical convolutions) which can be executed in parallel. For example, the application illustrated in Figure 4 has

an available parallelism of 4. We have generated four versions of edge detection application with an available

parallelism of 2, 4, 8 and respectively 16. Goal frequency of line (column) filters is fixed in such a way that their

number cannot drop below 2 after the parallelism reduction.

Two types of parallelism reductions (obtained by manually modifying the equivalence of transpose actors) are

used for exemplification purposes. In the first one, denoted partial reduction, only the first two transpose actors, T1
and T2, are merged together. In the second reduction, denoted full reduction, all three transpose actors are merged.

The partial reduction is illustrated in Figure 5 and the full reduction in Figure 6. In these applications the transpose

actors are merged and their input and output channels are multiplexed using join actor J4 and split actor S4. For

the full reduction case it can be observed that the order in which the transpose input channels are multiplexed

prevent a deadlock creation. Split and join actors used to time-(de)multiplex input and output channels of filter

actors were deleted because they were parallelism reduction induced redundancies. The goal frequency constraint

remains respected as the number of line and column filters is 2 after the reduction. Although the final application

graphs have the same structure they differ by the granularity of split and join actors, S1, S2, S3, J1, J2, J3, which

are respectively 64, 128, 256, 512 for available parallelism of 2, 4, 8 and 16. Here the granularity refers to cycle

input/output degrees of split and join actors.
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Figure 5: Partial reduction of LoG edge detection application.

Figure 6: Full reduction of LoG edge detection application.

4.1. Compilation
In the first experiment we examine the influence of parallelism reduction methodology on compilation times of

ΣC applications. We have generated 12 versions of LoG edge detection application. They differ in function of the

available parallelism (2, 4, 8 and 16) and parallelism reduction type (without, partial and full). Each application

version has been compiled and the compilation times have been saved. We have repeated this procedure for 50

times in order to obtain statistically representative results. Average compilation times are computed for each

version. The results are reported in Figure 7.

Above each bar in the chart the number of actors in the final application is shown. These numbers are reported

to have an idea about the ratio between compilation time and actor number. This ratio is almost constant and does

not depend on application version.

In the case when the available parallelism is equal to 2 only the transpose actors are merged. We can observe

that despite the fact that the number of actors does not decrease the compilation times are smaller for partial and

full reduction versions. This is due to a lighter complexity of system actors compilation. Compilation times for the

partial and full reduction versions do not differ and are almost equal for any available parallelism. In the extremal

case (available parallelism of 16) the parallelism reduction procedure allows to compile the same application

at least two times faster. We can conclude that even if the application developer expresses an exhaustive level

of parallelism the compilation process will take the same time as for an application with an “optimal” level of

parallelism.

Besides compilation times we have also examined the size of the obtained binaries for each application version.

The ratios of binary sizes after parallelism reduction to the sizes of the initial application are given in Table 1. For

partial and full reduction the binaries have approximatively the same size. The parallelism reduction decreases the

binary size in all of the studied application versions. In the extreme case (available parallelism is 16) the binary of

a non reduced version is more than 3 times larger than the binary of a reduced one.

4.2. Execution
We have employed the posix-thread back-end of the ΣC compiler for generating binaries of the edge detection

application. This back-end is used for simulating applications functional behavior. The last fact makes impossible

Available parallelism 2 4 8 16

No reduction/partial reduction 1,07 1,37 1,97 3,20

No reduction/full reduction 1,15 1,47 2,11 3,44

Table 1: Binary size ratios before and after parallelism reduction for the edge detection application.
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Figure 7: Compilation times of edge detection application.

the use of frequency goal constraint for guiding parallelism reduction. Nevertheless we have used the 16 versions

of LoG edge detection application generated in the previous subsection for comparing execution times on a general

purpose computer. We think that the use of a real embedded platform is relevant but not mandatory to show how the

parallelism reduction optimizes the application (binary size is reduced while the execution throughput constraint

remains satisfied).

ΣC dataflow applications assume endless execution. In our tests the application is interrupted after the edge

detection algorithm is executed one thousand times. As previously each application version is executed for 50

times and execution times are saved. In Figure 8 are illustrated the average execution times we obtain together

with corresponding standard deviations.

Application versions without reduction have comparable execution times despite that the application graphs

have different sizes. This fact is true because the same amount of information is treated by all the applications.

The small differences in execution times are due to the posix execution system (actor scheduling, etc.). As we can

see the best compromise is achieved for an available parallelism of 4.

As for the optimized versions of the application (partial and full reduction), with the increase of available par-

allelism the execution performance is better. In the application with an available parallelism of 16 both parallelism

reductions lower the execution time by approximatively one-third (30%). The decrease of execution times is due

to the increase of data transfers granularities (split and join actors) and to the decrease of posix execution system

times. It can be observed that the downward trend of execution time is bounded. There is practically no difference

between execution times of applications with partial and full reduction, despite that the full reduction generates a

more complex application graph.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced the problem of parallelism reduction under throughput constraints. This

problem arises in the domain of parallel computing and more specifically in dataflow programming.

We have proposed a generic parallelism reduction methodology. This methodology is based on equivalent

actor partitioning, actor merge operations and on data stream time-multiplexing, time-demultiplexing. Although

equivalent actor partitioning relies on a NP-hard problem, we have shown that for real life applications it can be

solved in polynomial time. Time-multiplexing and time-demultiplexing tools are used to respectively “join” and

“split” streams of data to and from the merged actors. When compared to the parallelism reduction method based

on pattern substitution proposed in [4] our method turns out to execute faster, predefined set of patterns is not

needed and equivalent results are obtained by both methods. Nevertheless for some applications the pattern-based
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Figure 8: Execution times of edge detection application.

method provides some reductions of parallelism which our method is unable to do. In perspective we envisage to

overcome this drawback.

The performance of the proposed methodology have been tested on a image processing algorithm - the Log-

arithm of Gaussian edge detection. The results of the tests point out that with enabled parallelism reduction the

compilation times reduce, the generated binaries have smaller sizes and the execution performances are higher.

The parallelism reduction can be applied on every single application: it preserves the application semantics and

performance goals while reducing, if possible, the binary size. The worst case results in a non-modified applica-

tion.

A limitation of this work is that only equivalent actors are merged, which is not always sufficient. In a future

work we envisage to study the problem of parallelism reduction with non-equivalent actors merge.
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